Surgical treatment of hemangiomas of the nose.
The approach to a rapidly growing vascular tumor is determined by a number of objective and subjective factors. As a rule, treatment of a hemangioma in an infant is usually delayed, in the expectation that involution will be complete. While most hemangiomas are harmless vascular marks, some may grow to become large, infiltrating masses. Local factors that influence treatment decision making include volume, ulceration, secondary infection, and bleeding of the tumor. Hemangiomas situated on the nose are distinguished from other locations by a few but important aspects and may demand a more aggressive position from the surgeon. An important consideration is the potential for aplasia of the delicate nasal cartilages that are undergoing development, due to the mass effect of the tumor. Nasal tip hemangiomas are slow to regress, and contour deformities result from the fibrofatty tissue that invariably remains even after total involution. More importantly, hemangiomas of the nasal region are particularly prone to causing great social distress to the parents, who will request prompt treatment for such a visible, deforming lesion. A definite solution that ensures removal of affected tissue and preservation of anatomy seems to be the best treatment for these tumors. In this article, the experience of the senior author (IP) in treating hemangiomas located on the nose is reviewed. The elliptical midline incision over the nasal dorsum described in the text was developed to address three important aspects: an expedient procedure to treat a highly disfiguring disease; an open access to allow for complete resection and, at the same time, allow for the correction of underlying cartilaginous disruption; and placement of a scar in an anatomic location proven to be very satisfactory aesthetically, permitting access for secondary procedures for better definition of nasal contour. Careful patient selection for this surgical procedure is emphasized.